
Planner's comments 

A huge thank you to all competitors for coming - you really make it worthwhile! Thank you for all the 

feedback, it is much valued.  My apologies to the Brown course runners affected by the wrong 

control code on loose descriptions for the last control - this was my mistake, made partly through 

inexperience in taking on dealing with the printers at short notice (the printers were exemplary!). 

I'm so relieved we have the technology to offer a resolution, but it's never satisfactory and shouldn't 

have happened. 

My planning philosophy was to try and maximise variety and route choice - almost every leg aimed 

to include the latter. Trying to achieve this, some of the courses, particularly Blue and Green, landed 

up with actual running distances longer than most urban courses.  If you enjoyed the 'value for 

money', I am delighted; if you felt they were too long, my apologies, and it is certainly something I 

intend to learn from. 

Other than the legs to the canal, which seemed to have provided some challenge, some quickest 

route options that early Route Gadget contributions suggest may have been missed by most, if not 

all: 

Black/Blue 1-2: W out of control, S to main road, E past roundabout and attack control from behind.  

Black 18-19/Brown 14-15/Blue 15-16/ShGreen 7-8. E route, approaching control from S side of 

stream.  Green reversed this. 

Black 20-21/Brown 16-17/Blue 17-18/ShGreen 9-10. Back up to main road, W, then almost 

immediately S again through covered snicket - cutting corner off that most took by going round (and 

definitely faster!).  

Black 24-25/Brown 20-21. N then W at first road, across railway, then  immediately NE along ginnels 

and streets, through Black no. 2. Shorter and less climb than any of E routes. If gone E, can partially 

rectify by going W down track between fields/allotments probably used earlier. 

Black 2-3/Green 14-15. Cross bridge, turn N, along footpaths under railway bridge, then S along 

footpaths. Nobody recorded this so far, but timed 10% quicker. 

Blue 3-4: even those spotting the canal challenge appear to have missed the quickest option: to 

canal crossing S of railway and N along towpath.  The option over railway bridge to S of red line and 

run past E end of bridge to next one was admittedly only a few seconds slower on test running. 

Green 11-12. Only one so far went quickest route. After crossing canal bridge to N, carry on along 

road further than most, to approach control via paths along stream from W. Shortest, and no hill.  

Green 13-14. Out of car park and turn immediately S to main road then E to approach bridge from 

the S. 

Blue/Green/ShGreen long leg at end: E route is marginally longer (less so for ShGreen) but I believe 

quicker: less climb and avoids dip into and out of stepping stones across stream which is disruptively 

slower.  



Finally, my biggest thanks to all those who provided me with so much help, in particular: George 

(above and beyond the call of controlling duty!) and Leon; Linda Kelly, patience personified, 

invaluable advisor and key control hanger/collector; Liz Davis and David Williams for kit and SI 

wizardry; Chris Burden for much technical advice and aid; Pauls Liepins for control collecting; Lunds 

of Otley for providing the red carpet for free!   

 


